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An Appreciation 
JAMES BERTRAM COLLIP 
1892 - 1965 
Death claimed the life of Dr. James Bertram CoUip on June 19, 1965, 
following a brief illness. Thus terminated a distinguished career devoted to 
research, medical education, administration and organization. He was Dean of 
Medicine at the University of Western Ontario, 1947 to 1961, and continued as 
Professor and Head of the Department of Medical Research until his death. 
Dr. Collip was born at Belleville, Ontario. He was educated locally 
and at the University of Toronto where he obtained the degree of B.A. in 
1912 and M.A. the following year. He became a Research Fellow in Bio-
chemistry and earned the degree of Ph.D. in 1916. Then he was appointed 
Lecturer in Biochemistry at the University of Alberta in Edmonton and in 
1924 was granted the degree of D .Sc. by that university. 
The name Collip will be forever linked with the names of Banting, 
Best and MacLeod in the annals relating to the discovery and development 
of insulin. In 1921 while he was in Edmonton, Dr. Collip was invited to 
join a group of researchers, headed by Drs. Banting and Best, to assist with 
the insulin project at the University of Toronto. It was he who made the 
purified pancreatic extract containing insulin which was used successfully 
in the earliest clinical trials. 
After returning to the University of Alberta as Professor of Biochemis-
try, he isolated, in 1925, the parathyroid hormone, parathormone. He de-
scribed and explained hyperpnoeic tetany as distinguished from the tetany 
due to hypoparathyroidism. In addition to his academic and research activi-
ties he successfully qualified for the degree of M.D. ( Alberta) in 1926. 
In 1928 he proceeded to McGill University where as Professor of 
Biochemistry he continued his researches in the field of hormones and anti-
hormones. In 1941 he was appointed Professor of Endocrinology at McGill. 
Dr. Collip devised methods for the extraction and purification of hor-
monal substances that have been therapeutically useful. He isolated ACTH 
and defined its physiological properties several years before its practical 
clinical application was realized. 
He earned international recognition for his accomplishments, including 
those within the realm of military medicine. He had been honored by 
Universities, learned societies, medical organizations and governments in 
this and other countries. In 1933 he was elected a Fellow of the Royal 
Society of London. He was made a Commander of the Order of the British 
Empire in 1943 and was awarded the Medal of Freedom by the United 
States of America in 1946. 
He had been a member of the National Research Council of Canada 
from 1938 to 1957 and in 1946 became the firs t Director of the Division 
of Medical Research. 
In 1947 Dr. Collip was invited to become Dean of the Faculty of 
Medicine and Professor of Medical Research at the University of Western 
Ontario. He retained the Deanship for 14 year but continued as Professor 
and Head of the Department of Medical Research. A building named the 
Collip Research Laboratory was available for his use. 
As a memorial to the man who "stamped his mark on every aspect of 
Medical Research in Canada" a plaque bearing his likeness in bronze will 
be placed within the new Medical School. E. M. Watson '19 
An Appreciation 
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VINCENT AMBROSE CALLAGHAN, M.D., (U.W.O.) F.A.C.S. 
Dr. Vincent Callaghan died quietly at his home in London, Ontario, 
on July 4th, 196~. To his family, colleagues, patients and friends the shock 
of his sudden passing has not yet diminished. 
Dr. Callaghan was born in London, Ontario on November 20th, 1900. 
His primary education was received at St. Peter's &hool and his secondary 
education at the London Collegiate . .After graduation from the University 
of Western Ontario Medical &hool in 1923 he took post graduate training 
in Surgery at the Bellevue and Presbyterian Hospitals in New York City. 
He returned to London in 192~ to practice surgery for forty unbroken and 
productive years. 
Basically Dr. Callaghan was a shy mao who shunned the limelight 
and yet he was interested in everyone and everything about him. From the 
beginning of his medical career he was a member of the Faculty of Medicine 
at this University, rising to the rank of Associate Professor of Surgery. He 
enjoyed teaching and took a personal interest in all medical students, 
whether graduate or undergraduate, who gathered about him. 
He was closely associated with St. Joseph's Hospital at all times and 
was appointed Chief of Surgery there in 19~4. In the decade that followed 
he carefully assembled a group of talented younger surgeons and moulded 
them into a strong and capable Department of Surgery. He defended his 
department sometimes with vehemence, even belligerence - a trait not 
uncommon in an Irishman. He was steadfastly loyal to his staff, his 
colleagues, his hospital and to the University he served so well. 
In 193~ he was elected a Fellow of the American College of Surgeons 
and in 1944 was granted a Specialist Certificate in Surgery by the Royal 
College of Physicians and Surgeons of Canada. 
Dr. Callaghan's interests and talents were not confined to medicine. 
He was a member of the Knights of Columbus, the London Hunt Club, a 
director of the Newman Club, a charter Member of the A;K.K. Fraternity 
and a past president of the London Academy of Medicine. He took a lively 
interest in athletics and was the attending surgeon for the Western Foot-
ball team for many years. 
Dr. Callaghan was a most unique mixture of shyness, forcefulness, 
enthusiasm, energy, Irish wit, warmth, loyalty and humanitarianism. For this 
latter quality he was made a Papal Chamberlain of Sword and Cape by 
Pope John in 1962 - a distinction few laymen enjoy. As he walked the 
halls of St. Joseph's Hospital gowned in white from head to toe, with a 
retinue of interns, Dr. Callaghan became known as the "Great White 
Father" to his friends, and he had many friends. This was so evident at 
the funeral service held at St. Michael's Church, where people from all 
walks of life, by the score, paid tribute to this man. At this touching cere-
mony the Reverend Father Flynn summed up Vincent in one sentence, 
"This was a just mao". 
The Faculty of Medicine at this University wishes to extend to Mrs. 
Callaghan and her family its deepest sympathy and to record the loss of a 
valued member of the Faculty of Medicine. 
B. L. Hession, M.D. 
U.W.O. MEDICAL JOURNAL 
A Backward Glance 
As much as we might wish to think, 
Western's Faculty of Medicine was not the 
first Medical School to be established in 
the London area. The initial site of formal 
medical education in Western Ontario was 
the Talbot Dispensatory which came into 
being under the patronage of Colonel 
Talbot. Advertising in the August 19, 
1824 edition of the Colonial Advocate in 
St. Thomas, the Dispensatory required that 
students " . . . have complete knowledge 
of the Latin language, or to give satisfactory 
assurance of immediately acquiring it .. . " 
Doctors Duncomb and Rolph comprised 
the faculty of two, and all went well until 
their political views clashed with those of 
their patron. Their residence in Canada 
was soon sharply terminated when they 
became involved in the Rebellion of 1837 
and had to flee to the United States. 
Without a staff the Talbot Dispensatory 
had no choice but to close its doors to 
aspiring students. 
A few years later the Fingal Summer 
School of Medicine was founded by Dr. 
John Fulton; he exemplified what would 
seem to be super-human energy as he 
practised his profession in the mornings 
and taught his medical students in the 
afternoons. Unfortunately this scheme was 
short-lived and slipped into history quietly 
after three sessions. Thus young men 
desirous of becoming doctors had to revert 
to one of the two paths that had existed 
before either of the above schools had 
been operating. One path was to travel 
to the University of Toronto for formal 
medical education; the other path was to 
apprentice with a practising physician 
until capable of solo endeavours. 
Realizing the need for higher education 
for the ever-expanding population of 
Western Ontario, Reverend Hellmuth, 
Anglican Bishop of Huron, established 
Huron College which held its first class 
0crOBER, 1965 
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in January, 1864 in "Rough Park". This 
location, from St. James Street to Gros-
venor Street and from St. George Street 
westward to the river, housed the Lionel 
Ridout estates whose buildings were used 
for classes. By 1878 Bishop Hellmuth was 
successful in obtaining a government uni-
versity charter for the college. But even 
at this level of achievement, his energies 
did not fatigue, and as Chancellor of 
Western University he sent a request to 
several of the local physicians to meet 
with him for the purpose of establishing 
a Medical School in London. This request 
was sent in early May, 1881, and by the 
thirtieth of that month doctors had been 
appointed to the Chairs of the new Fac-
ulty of Medicine by a method that report-
edly was little short of random allotment. 
All was not clear sailing for the little 
medical faculty bark on the boisterous sea 
of circumstances. Many of the London 
physicians were piqued at not being in-
cluded in the roster of instructors; so they 
withheld support from the venture. The 
University was unable to fulfill its prom-
ise of lecture rooms, heating and lighting 
by the fall of 1881. Funds were at a 
premium since the Medical Faculty had 
no representation on the University Sen-
ate and was financially independent from 
the University. Public interest was at a 
low ebb, and to use hospital patients for 
student teaching was an outrage. 
With perseverence and dedication on 
the part of those sincerely committed to 
the project, the dream became reality bit 
by bit. The "Rough Park" janitor's cottage 
of five rooms and basement and the 
Chapel on St. James Street were made 
available for classes. A request for a driv-
ing shed to accommodate two horses and 
buggies at the cottage was granted. A 
water closet was provided and drains 
were put in order after the cess-pool on 
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the grounds was drained. With all things 
in readiness, the first lecture convened at 
8:00 a.m., October 1, 1882 with Dr. 
Waugh, Anatomy professor, in charge. 
These student charter members of West-
ern's School of Medicine were charged 
twelve dollars for each important course 
they took-Anatomy, Physiology, Pathol-
ogy, Surgery and Medicine-and six dol-
lars for each minor course. Receipts for 
the first year were said to be $460.50 and 
expenditures were $295.51. Professors re-
ceived no salary except their share of the 
balance. Although student fees were 
charged, they were not enough to keep 
the school operating; so financial support 
came from the faculty members themselves 
and a few other interested patrons. 
The first graduate in Medicine, 1883, 
was William J. Roche who had trans-
ferred from Trinity Medical School, Tor-
onto, to London for his final year. In 
later years Dr. Roche wrote that he never 
regretted his move to Western. He appre-
ciated the opportunity of bed-side clinics 
which were feasible for only a few in the 
larger Toronto classes. Because of his suc-
cess as a physician, Member of Parliament 
and Cabinet Minister, he brought reflected 
glory to his Alma Mater and he also 
served her from 1916-1929 as Chancellor 
of the University. 
1885 was the year of a staggering blow 
to the Faculty of Medicine.The Anglican 
Church withdrew her support from the 
University because of lack of funds. The 
Faculty of Arts could not survive; so it 
sank into extinction for ten years. Because 
of its independent status, the Faculty of 
Medicine plodded doggedly on as the sole 
department of the University assuming 
the added expenses of its heat and light 
which had previously been defrayed by 
University coffers. This was also the year 
that some of the unsalaried teachers neg-
lected their classes. One delinquent ap-
peared for only 13% of his scheduled 
classes precipitating a student outcry de-
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manding 75% teacher attendance 10 fut-
ure. 
In spite of the difficulties, a ray of 
encouragement filtered in to revitalize the 
lagging enthusiasm. The Royal College of 
Physicians and Surgeons of Edinburgh and 
the Faculty of Physicians and Surgeons of 
Glasgow would recognize the degree from 
Western's Faculty of Medicine! The year 
was 1886 and marked the beginning of 
acceptance by other Faculties. 
It had been a slow, modest start. About 
the only things in over-abundant supply 
were student spirit, spunk, spark and 
spice, and some wild tales, declared fact, 
bear out the claim. The story goes that 
the manoeuvre of converting the cottage 
into classrooms up on St. James Street 
disrupted the peaceful life of the janitor. 
This hapless gentleman, reportedly ecen-
tric, took up residence in a lean-to adjoin-
ing the anatomy dissecting room. All fact-
ors being considered, it seems he presented 
to the medical mischiefs a very tempting 
subject to harass. From here the story can 
be finished by any partially alerted imag-
ination if it will but picture him in the 
smoky dimness of his lamp-lit room find-
ing a partially dissected cadaver in his bed 
as he pulled down the sheets to retire. 
Another tale suggests the horrors of initi-
ation for the first year students. The cada-
vers were kept in the basement of the 
cottage in large vats of preservative; so it 
was an annual event for all the first year 
class to be sent into the depths of the unlit 
cellar with instructions not to reappear 
until they had a cadaver with them. Of 
course, like all medical students both then 
and now, the instigators of this practice had 
a perfectly logical explanation for their con-
duct. These shinanagans were ". . . calcu-
lated to stamp the coming medic with the 
proper fortitude in face of extreme fright-
fulness." A group of students decided to 
try to play a prank on Dr. Hodge who 
taught Medicine. The plan materialized as 
they slipped a hen into the class early 
and let her perch on the chandelier. All 
U.W.O. MEDICAL JOURNAL 
went unnoticed by the professor until the 
pullet "injected herself into the proceed-
ings in a sensational manner." To her goes 
the distinction of being the first "co-ed" 
of any description to attend a Western 
class. 
But before anyone thinks all the early 
students at Western did was to seek out 
frivolity, one must hasten to note that 
many of these embryonic doctors were 
school teachers working their way through 
Medical School. Consequently the Medical 
School schedule was arranged to accomo-
date their work schedule. Classes were 
held for one hour commencing at 8:00 
a.m. and then from 4:00 to 8:00 p.m. 
Dr. Waugh was the Anatomy professor 
who met the 8:00 o'clock class, and Dr. 
Tamblyn writes in These Sixty Years that 
"His (Dr. Waugh's) famous horse and 
buggy came through the city at 7:45 a.m. 
and reached the School just before 8:00 
a.m. Dr. Waugh entered his class-room at 
8:00 on the dot, beginning his lecture as 
he walked in, and finishing on the way 
out at 9:00. He used no notes. At a later 
day less heroic students objected to 8 
o'clock classes." 
Very soon the cottage was too small 
for the ever-enlarging classes. Dedicated 
faculty members put up personal bonds so 
that a portion of the grounds on the 
corner of Waterloo and York Streets 
could be purchased and a new Medical 
building erected. Classes commenced there 
on October 2, 1888. Whereas Dr. Waugh 
had addressed only fifteen students at the 
first 8 o'clock class of 1882, he now met 
sixty-five in the first class of the new 
schooL 
From its inception, 1881, the financial 
responsibilities of the Medical School had 
been negotiated by the faculty. In 1903, 
however, the Ross Government was ap-
proached for aid. It was refused. When 
a new government was elected the plea 
was again voiced. The result this time was 
50,000 designated to build a Hygienic 
OcroBER, 1965 
Institute of London that could be used 
by the medical students also. In 1907 the 
University Council offered land near 
Huron College in the hope that the Insti-
tute could be built there and thus keep 
all the departments of higher education 
located in one area. The offer was re-
jected, and the new building came to 
stand on the corner of Waterloo and 
Ottaway (South) Streets. The structure 
was completed in 1910, but none of the 
50,000 remained with which to staff or 
equip the unit. The Medical Faculty was 
also unable to budget funds to implement 
its use; so it stood idy collecting dust for 
two years. 
With expanded facilities in the Institute 
building almost a reality, the future looked 
very bright for the Medical School. A 
cloud gathered when the Flexner Report 
of 1910 on Medical Schools in Canada 
and the United States was published. It 
wrote that "Western University is as bad 
as anything found on this side (United 
States) of the line". It further went on to 
state that it had " ... a wretched chemical 
laboratory . . ., no museum deserving the 
name . . ., a few hundred books, locked 
in cases to which the janitor carries the 
key . . . ". But was the picture really as 
bad as Abraham Flexner had painted it? 
Dr. Tamblyn points out that Dr. L. G. 
Rowntree, Medicine 1905, was an example 
of a graduate from this censured school 
and yet was able to become Professor of 
Medicine in the University of Minnesota, 
Director of Philadelphia Institute for 
Medical Research, write two books and to 
be Gold Medalist of the American Medical 
Association. 
The next few years following the Flex-
ner Report saw many changes in the Fac-
ulty of Medicine at Western. Full time, 
salaried professors were appointed for the 
first time. The responsibility for the Medi-
cal School came onto the shoulders of the 
University Board of Governors. Depart-
ments of Anatomy, Physiology, Pathology, 
Medicine, Surgery, Obstetrics and Gyne-
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cology were established under the super-
vision of a specially qualified professor. 
The admission requirements for Medicine 
were raised and the four-year course of 
study was lengthened to five. Efforts were 
made to get all the clinical material of 
the public wards in the hospitals available 
for teaching purposes. 
By 1917 Weste.rn was receiving a "B" 
rating by the American Medical .Associa-
tion and an ".A" rating followed in 1926. 
In 1918 the British recognition was again 
given having been withdrawn after the 
Flcxner Report . .Although the University 
Board of Governors had hoped to build 
a more adequate school soon after they 
took over the control of the Medical 
School, the first great war retarded their 
plans. It was not until 1921 that the school 
on the corner of Waterloo and South 
Streets opposite the Institute of Public 
Health was officially opened by the Hon-
orable R. H. Grant, Minister of Educa-
tion. Of this new school Ruth Davis Tal-
man writes: "The new building afforded 
everything that had been badly needed 
for so long-spacious quarters, well-
equipped laboratories, suitable lecture-
rooms, a large and convenient library and 
reading room, and suitable administration 
offices. The efficiency of the staff was 
increased tremendously and a large in-
crease in attendance at once resulted. The 
Medical School entered upon a new era 
of prosperity and success and an increased 
usefulness to the public service." 
Since the days of "co-ed" Miss Pullet 
sitting on the chandelier, no lady had 
entered the halls of medicine at Western. 
The precedent came in 1920 when Miss 
Kathleen Braithwaite broke tradition and 
enrolled. She was the first female medi-
cal graduate of Western in 1924. Female 
appointments to the staff began in 1921 
in the persons of Dr. Madge Thurlow 
Macklin and the Librarian, Miss Ethel 
Sullivan. 
The Depression came and went. En-
trance requirements rose to demanding 
6 
senior matriculation in 1933 to register in 
Medicine. The staff wards of Victoria 
Hospital were placed under University 
control. St. Joseph's Hospital, Bethesda 
Salvation .Army Hospital, Westminster 
War Veterans Hospital, Queen .Alexandra 
Sanatorium (now Beck Memorial Sanator-
ium) and the Ontario Mental Hospital all 
allowed the medical students access to 
their clinical material. Refresher courses 
were first offered to and well-received by 
graduate physicians in 1935. Strides for-
ward in Medical education were seen on 
every hand, but then World War IT broke 
out in 1939 cutting short the schooling of 
many young men who enlisted in the 
.Armed services to serve their country. The 
Faculty of Medicine instituted summer 
classes in 1941 and graduated doctors after 
five instead of six years of training in an 
effort to meet the demands of wartime. 
In the years that followed, it became 
evident that the "South Street" facilities 
were rapidly being outgrown. Larger 
classes of medical students could not be 
accepted even though the plea for doc-
tors for Canada's growing population was 
in earnest. Research departments were 
crowded. Graduate students were cramped 
for space. The answer to these many prob-
lems and demands seemed to lie in one 
word-build. The idea of locating all 
departments of the University on one 
campus had persisted in the mind of the 
University Board of Governors since 1907 
when the suggestion to build the Public 
Health Institute near the rest of the Uni-
versity had been made. 
The Board reaffirmed its intent in later 
years. The Kresge School of Nursing com-
pleted in 1960 and the Cancer Research 
Laboratories completed a year later were 
to be a nucleus for a Health Sciences Cen-
tre now well on its way to being realized 
with the opening of the Medical Sciences 
Building this autumn. The first class of 
n students in the new building was 
addressed on Sept. 14, 1965 by Dr. W. P. 
Tew, Professor and Head of the Depart-
u.w.o. MEDICAL JOURNAL 
ment of Obstetrics and Gynecology at 
Western from 1936 to 1957. 
The Health Sciences Centre will be 
completed when the School of Dentistry, 
the Clinical Sciences Faculty and the Uni-
versity Hospital are built within the next 
few years. A new era of the Medical 
School at Western has again begun. Back-
ward glances and nostalgia for the 'good 
old days' gives way to keen anticipation 
for the future. 
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• Medical Education Changes m 
There is an old saying that "one must 
be careful not to throw out the baby with 
the bath water". In 1910 or thereabouts 
Abraham Flexner set out to bathe the 
whole of American medical education. 
When he finished, the bathwater was to 
say the least, rather murky, and he made 
no bones about recommending that it be 
thrown out. At the same time he was 
careful to record what was good about 
medical education in those days and care-
ful to recommend that these good things 
not be discarded with the bad. 
There were many fine graduates of 
Western's medical school prior to 1910 
and the employment of full-time teachers 
and the introduction of administrative 
changes soon after the Flexner report did 
not suddenly result in a new and better 
•Vice President of the University of Western 
Ontario (Health Sciences) and Dean of Faculty 
of Medicine, UWO. 
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brand of medical graduates. 
Just now, changes are taking place at 
Western in medical education, and it must 
be made clear that there is no intention of 
discarding the many good things which 
have evolved from 64 years of experience. 
It should be understood also that our 
graduates of 1970 and beyond will not 
necessarily be superior to this year's gradu-
ates or those of 1945 or 1925. I say this 
because I believe that the quality of the 
product of medical education depends far 
more upon the quality of the student and 
the quality of his teachers than it does 
upon the content of the curriculum and the 
facilities for teaching. Nevertheless, medi-
cal education is not a static affair and as 
someone in one of Lewis Carroll's stories 
said "you have to keep running as fast 
as you can just to stay where you are". 
Since the Second World War there have 
been some ten or twelve experiments in 
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medical education in America. One of these, 
at Western Reserve, has been an experiment 
of a bold kind. The others, by and large, 
have been variations of the standard theme 
of American medical education. In some 
cases the course has been lengthened, in 
other cases shortened. Combined B.Sc. and 
M.D. courses have appeared, along with 
M.D., Ph.D. courses. Less didactic and 
more practical work is given in the clinical 
years and increased emphasis allotted to 
interdiscipl inary teaching. Dr. Valentine 
in another article describes the changes in 
our own new curriculum which this year 
will be in effect for all four years of the 
medical course. 
Possibly more important than these 
modifications of medical teaching which 
have occurred within our schools of medi-
cine is the shift in emphasis upon certain 
concepts of medical education. The latter 
in turn has had an effect upon the facili-
ties for medical education and their loca-
tion. 
In recent years it has become increas-
ingly apparent that there are many ad-
vantages to a closer working arrangement 
between the basic scientists in our medical 
schools and the basic scientists on our 
University campuses - the Bacteriologist 
and the Botanist, the Biochemist and 
Chemist, the Biophysicist and Physicist, 
the Physiologist and Zoologist, and so on. 
They have much in common and the rec-
ognition of this has been an important 
factor in the trend toward construction 
of new medical school facilities on Uni-
versity campuses rather than in direct 
association with the larger community 
hospitals. One of the major recommenda-
tions of the Flexner report was that medi-
cal schools become closely aligned with 
Universities. Certainly this trend is a con-
tinuing one although now the compelling 
reasons may be somewhat different. 
Another factor affecting our concepts 
of medical education is one which has 
crept upon us. Bit by bit, Faculties of 
Medicine have accepted an increasing edu-
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cational load. There was a time when 
only undergraduate medical students were 
taught. Then came the ever-increasing re-
quest to assist in the teaching of nurses, 
dentists, physiotherapists, physical educa-
tionists, and laboratory technicians. Added 
to these have been the teaching of gradu-
ate students, internes and specialists and 
the continuing education of practising doc-
tors. 
It is argued, and with good reason, 
that the teaching of all health personnel, 
the so-called Health Team, should be more 
effective if these young people are 
brought into closer relationship with one 
another throughout their course of train-
ing- th is, rather than having them receive 
their education in isolated pockets with 
little appreciation of the others' field of 
particular interest. And so has arisen the 
concept of the Health Sciences Centre, 
where it is practicable to carry on differ-
ent educational programmes in a common 
setting. 
What we see happening at Western 
reflects the above considerations. The 
Medical Sciences Building has been placed 
physically within the University setting, 
and this building, along with the School 
of Nursing and Cancer Research Labora-
tory, is the nucleus of our own Health 
Sciences Centre. Yet to be added are the 
Dental School, scheduled for completion 
in 1967, and the University Teaching Hos-
pital, in 1970, with its facilities for re-
search in the Clinical Sciences, and the 
teaching of Physiotherapists and others in 
Rehabilitation Medicine. 
Within this complex of adjoining build-
ings, as the reader may learn from other 
articles in this issue, will be educated a 
veritable host of young people who wiU 
be going out themselves as educators or 
practitioners in their chosen field within 
the Health Sciences. By rough calculation 
the number of students within the Centre 
when it is fully operational will be at 
least 1200 and by rough calculation, too, 
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the floor areas in which they will be 
studying will total approximately 22 acres. 
The date on the cornerstone of the 
School of Nursing is 1960. That on the 
University Hospital will probably be 1969. 
It seems fair to suggest that changes of 
equal magnitude in Western's medical 
education facilities will not again take 
place in any one of the next five or 
seven decades. By then, however, there 
will almost certainly be voices saying that 
Western's facilities are outmoded and that 
we should move to a new campus at Arva 
or Elginfield. Certainly, too, there will be 
other voices saying that such a move 
would be a disaster for Western's long, 
fine record of medical education and that 
we should stay where we are. Of one 
thing we can be quite sure - the process 
of medical education and its setting are 
bound to keep changing. 
The New CurricultJm 
" In the United States in colonial times 
the medical student, however poorly edu-
cated, had, at least, the advantage of being 
under a preceptor and thus coming into 
actual contact with some details of medi-
cal practice. But in the stress and compe-
tition of a growing democracy this custom 
was soon discontinued and while one or 
two medical schools maintained a certain 
level of excellence a vast number of infer-
ior schools were permitted to spring up 
which had no reason for existence beyond 
the primitive necessity of having doctors 
before there was any way of educating 
them". Thus in 1910 wrote Abraham 
Flexner in his famous report on the state 
of medical education in the United States. 
At the time of his investigation there were 
no fewer than 500 medical schools of 
lesser or greater degree of excellence in 
that country. Following upon his clear 
demonstration of their inadequacy many 
dissolved themselves or were forced into 
liquidation. 
• Associate Professor of Paediatrics, Faculty of 
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Thus was established the excellent cus-
tom that medical schools should be subject 
to inspection by an independent body of 
assessors. A medical faculty is unable to 
judge the worth of its curriculum and its 
teaching methods. Nor are the students 
able to judge what courses are best re-
quired to turn them into totipotent medi-
cal graduates able to develop careers in 
any of the many branches that open be-
fore them. For the faculty, self-criticism 
is hard; the student is insufficiently in-
formed. An outsider can sometimes see 
best what may be required. 
In 1959 this medical school was survey-
ed by the Liaison Committee on medical 
education of the Association of American 
Medical Colleges and the American Medi-
cal Association. (Nowadays the assessing 
body would be a combination of members 
of the Canadian Association of Medical 
Colleges and the American Association). 
A number of constructive criticisms were 
made. 
In May 1960 Dean Collip appointed an 
ad hoc committee of our faculty to study 
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these criticisms and suggestions and to 
re-organize our curriculum. This commit-
tee toiled manfully for about a year, 
studying the curricula of other schools and 
visiting other centres. In the Spring of 
1961 their proposed new curriculum was 
submitted to the Dean. In 1962 a different 
small committee was given the task of 
translating the proposed new curriculum 
into a workable timetable. 
To begin with, the first year timetable 
was reviewed and changed. While the 
students were being taught according to 
this new timetable, the second year time-
table was reviewed and changed. It would 
perhaps have been ideal for the third and 
fourth year timetables to have been 
changed in succession, but the Curriculum 
Implementation Committee found that 
this would make impossible demands on 
the time that can be given by our part-
time clinical teachers. One must remember 
that these teachers make their livings by 
conducting busy medical practices. Ac-
cordingly the third and fourth year time-
tables were changed simultaneously. This 
has posed certain problems for this the 
"change-over year." In 1965-66 the fourth 
year will have to take certain classes to-
gether with the third year. It is hoped that 
they will not regard this as an affront to 
their dignity. Certain lecture time to the 
fourth year will be allocated to a subject 
which has already been taught to them. 
It is expected that they will attend those 
lectures. There is no harm in studying a 
subject in greater depth. Next year such 
situations will not arise. 
The new first and second year curricula 
have now been taught. On the whole 
things seemed to have worked out well. 
That does not mean that there is no room 
for improvement - and improvements will 
be made - but it was felt by the Heads of 
the teaching departments concerned that 
matters could be left as they stand during 
the critical and difficult period of resettle-
ment in the Medical Sciences Building. 
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The third and fourth year curricula 
remain to be tried. The timetables are not 
easy to follow at first sight for there are 
not only rotations through the various 
clinical subjects, but there are quite elab-
orate rotations for each student during 
the time that he is assigned to a clinical 
department. Within a group of students 
working in a clinical department, there 
will be divisions, some students going to 
one clinic, others to another. Do not des-
pair. Details of these rotations will be 
given to you. Remember, and take com-
fort from these words "A university that 
is not in a state of confusion is dead" 
(John Keats, the Sheepskin Psychosis). 
This medical school with its as yet unfin-
ished building and its new as yet untried 
curriculum is very much alive! 
It is not my purpose here to describe 
in detail the new timetable. That is before 
you in the calendar. We might perhaps 
look at the recommendations of the 1959 
survey and see how an attempt has been 
made to follow those suggestions. 
In the opening passages of the Survey 
Report we find the following: "The com-
mittee believes that a major challenge in 
this medical school is the critical review 
by the faculty of the entire medical edu-
cation pattern". This is indeed a formid-
able opening to their report. However, 
this challenge has indeed been met and the 
whole pattern has been reviewed and 
much changed. 
The report continues: "no rigid curricu-
lum can be prescribed for accomplishing 
the objectives of modern medical educa-
tion". This seems to be an expression of 
the now well-accepted belief that the 
body of knowledge relevant to medicine 
now accumulated by the chemists, physi-
cists and clinicians of the present day is 
so vast that .it can neither be taught nor 
learned in its entirety. There seems to be 
an echo of Flexner who in a further 
report on medical education in 1925 con-
demns the "passion for attending to 
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details in mechanical and standardized 
fashion". It appeared to be the view of 
the review body that one must abandon 
the idea that all the facts relevant to 
medicine can be taught and learned. One 
must construct a curriculum that aims 
more at the understanding of principles 
and at the integration of ideas rather than 
at the accumulation of facts by rote. To 
this end there have been inserted through-
out the timetable, from the first to the 
final year, interdisciplinary conferences in 
which it is hoped that the student may 
see how several departments may contrib-
ute to the study of a medical problem. He 
may, for example, in the first year see 
how disordered physiology may produce 
disease or how an anatomical deformity 
may affect the function of a limb. 
In the first year, as in subsequent years, 
time is set aside for study. "The allotment 
of some unscheduled time in the weekly 
programme to allow for reading . . . . is 
desirable". 
In the second year we again see the 
interdisciplinary conferences running right 
through the year, with their objective the 
correlation of knowledge gained from sev-
eral disciplines so that something mean-
ingful emerges, something more than 
disjointed collections of facts to be mem-
orized. Along the same lines we have the 
"B.P.P." sessions in which biochemistry, 
physiology and pharmacology pool their 
resources in considering how a biochemi-
cal system works, how it may become dis-
ordered and how drugs may influence 
function for good or ill. These sessions 
are designed to make one think and to 
develop the habit of enquiring thought. 
They are, unfortunately, expensive of 
teachers' time. One man can impart infor-
mation by a didactic lecture to sixty or 
six hundred at one time. An !.D.C. or 
B.P.P. takes two or three teachers. It is, 
however, believed that the multidiscipline 
approach may have much greater lasting 
value, for it has been said of the didactic 
lecture that "it is a means of conveying 
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information from the notes of the lecturer 
to those of the student without having 
passed through the mind of either". 
One might wonder why neurological 
science rates so many hours until one 
realizes that these sessions are again con-
tributed by four departments: anatomy, 
biochemistry, physiology and pharmacol-
ogy. Moreover in these days one cannot 
deny the overwhelming importance of 
neurology, psychiatry and neuropharmacol-
ogy. As infections have come under con-
trol and as surgery advances to greater 
and greater conquests, disorders of the 
nervous system and of the mind (can one 
really separate the two?) assume ever 
more importance. 
There is, of course, a solid body of 
knowledge that must be learned, and much 
of this is to be found in the second year 
timetable, but to ensure that the student 
does not lose sight of his goal, that he 
will be sustained by the demonstration 
that all this is directed towards his avoca-
tion there is, in second year, a period of 
"clinical sciences": two hours a week 
throughout the year. He will learn to 
recognize that, for example, a constriction 
in a moving stream of blood may produce 
turbulence, a heart murmur. He will learn 
how an enlarged spleen may be felt. He 
will Jearn how a defect in the structures 
that make up the inguinal canal may lead 
to herniation of the viscera. No matter 
what he learns, he will have his own 
hands on a patient for the first time. 
In the third year there are stiiJ many 
didactic lectures, but they are the mini-
mum that are required to impart a little 
of that vast body of knowledge that has 
now accumulated. In the words of the 
Survey Report: "In view of the ever-
expanding body of medical knowledge, it 
is fully apparent that only a basic core of 
sound scientific information can be pre-
sented. More important is the develop-
ment of sound habits of continuing self-
education, of basic skills, of consideration 
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and perceptiveness in the handling of 
patients, and of basic intellectual atti tudes 
and ethical and moral principles". The 
basic core, however, has to be taught. 
The clinical work is divided into five 
disciplines: medicine, obstetrics, paediat-
rics, surgery and psychiatry. Three whole 
mornings each week are devoted to these 
subjects for a varying number of weeks: 
ten, five, five, eight and two respectively. 
In view of what has been said it may 
seem as though psychiatry has less than 
its due, but certain psychiatric aspects of 
disease will be taken up with the other 
subjects. During these morning "clinical 
blocks" examination of the patient at the 
bedside will be taught by clinicians of 
experience who will demonstrate and 
supervise the student in physical examina-
tion. 
In the third year the words "The allot-
ment of some unscheduled time in the 
weekly programme to allow for reading 
. . . . . is desirable" are again implemented 
as a "study" period, one afternoon each 
week. What the student does in this time 
is his affair. There is no supervision, no 
compulsion. Most will study, some may 
not . .Achievement, indifference or failure 
are, after all, their choice. 
The "elective" period, one afternoon 
each week, has been a big issue in the 
minds of the faculty and the curriculum 
committees. The Survey Report accepts 
this principle: "The medical school should 
not attempt to turn out a finished physic-
ian. It is urgent that we emphasize that 
medical education is part of a university 
education and that its goal is to provide 
a sound foundation irrespective of the 
special field of endeavour the physician 
might choose to pursue .. . The curricu-
lum ... . should be loosened up leaving 
a choice of course work, research or other 
activities. It is not considered necessary 
or even desirable for all students to have 
the same educational experience". Accord-
ingly time has been set aside for the stu-
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dent to study in depth, under the guidance 
of a member or members of the faculty, 
some subject of especial interest to him. 
The choice is wide open, and may range 
from such a technical subject as vector-
cardiography to the social conditions of 
the Indian Reserves. .Almost nothing is 
barred - provided it has the approval of 
the Dean. 
The student may, however, elect to take 
a set course, organized by the College of 
General Practice, which has been named, 
for want of a better term: "The Business 
of Practice". In this course there will be 
lectures and discussions on topics not 
usually taught in a medical curriculum, 
yet germane to the profession of a prac-
tising physician. The management of 
death and bereavement, office records, the 
supply of bodies for dissection and tissue 
banks, monetary banks, loans, estate plan-
ning, wills and bequests and many pert-
inent things besides come within the scope 
of this elective course . 
Some faculty members, mindful always 
of the immensity of that body of factual 
knowledge that grows every day at a stu-
pendous rate have questioned the wisdom 
of allowing a student to spend time on a 
subject that, while of particular interest 
to him, may not necessarily be an essential 
part of that vast body of medical know-
ledge. These electives are on trial. It 
remains to be seen whether it is better 
to use every available moment to teach 
as much factual knowledge as one can, or 
whether it is better to allow the student 
at this point, in the third year, to start 
exploring his medical environment in the 
hope that he may begin to see what corn-
ers of that huge mass of knowledge are 
likely to be most relevant to his own par-
ticular way of medical life. 
In the fourth year the elective period 
remains on the same day of the week as 
in third year. It has been arranged in this 
way so that both classes can, if they wish, 
take the "Business of Practice" course. It 
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is hoped that in the future it may be 
possible to offer other elective courses: 
English composition and medical writing, 
medical electronics and design of investi-
gations are possible subjects. 
In the fourth year an elective for a 
limited number is offered by the College 
of General Practice. About eight students 
will be able to attend the offices and 
home visits of selected practitioners inter-
ested in student teaching. 
The study period, while assigned in the 
calendar to Wednesday afternoon, can be 
changed to some other time at the discre-
tion of the Head of the clinical depart-
ment in which the student is working. It 
cannot be taken away. As before, of 
course, what the student studies in that 
time is his affair. There is no supervision -
except by the examiners, when the time 
comes! 
Apart from the daily 8:00 a.m. lecture 
most of the time in the final year is for 
clinical work in "Blocks". The student will 
spend nine weeks devoting almost all his 
time to clinical internal medicine, seven 
weeks to surgery, five to paediatrics and 
obstetrics, two to psychiatry and one to 
preventive medicine. For one week he will 
work in anaesthesia in the morning and 
diagnostic radiology in the afternoon. 
It is the intention that this fourth year 
clinical work will place the student in 
much closer contact with the patient, giv-
ing him real clinical responsibility in hist-
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ory-taking, examination and case presenta-
tion. "There is no substitute for the 
'case-method' of clinical education, in 
which individual students work up 
patients under guidance in the hospital 
wards and out-patient clinics . . . . The 
student should be encouraged to feel a 
genuine responsibility as part of a team 
of physicians studying the patient . . . . 
Lectures and other didactic exercises can-
not replace bedside learning". So said the 
Survey Report. 
It is the hope that the student in this 
final year will function much more as a 
junior intern than in the past. He will 
wear a white coat in the wards and will 
be, we hope, the first contact that some 
patients will make with their team of 
physicians. He will take the history and 
record the findings . His notes will form 
part of the hospital record. In time it is 
even possible that the Junior Rotating 
Internship will become redundant. "Al-
though research opportunities for students, 
or even required projects, are to be en-
couraged, the need for bedside study of 
clinical problems is to be emphasized -
with caution to avoid idolatry of ma-
chines" . 
This, then, is a brief outline of some 
highlights of the new curriculum. It is 
not fixed for all time. It will be con-
stantly reviewed, revised and improved. 
Your suggestions are welcome. This is 
your education. It is your future that is 
being shaped . 
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The Basic Medical Sciences 
This September the Faculty of Medicine 
began the academic year not in the South 
Street building but on the main campus 
of the University of Western Ontario. 
This first move in forty-four years con-
solidates the entire University Faculty. 
Now the Medical Faculty and Student 
Body can more conveniently exchange 
knowledge and ideas with teachers and 
students in other scientific and humani-
tarian disciplines. 
In addition, the Faculty of Medicine 
now joins the other medical sciences on 
campus - Cancer Research, the Medical 
Research Laboratory, and the School of 
Nursing - to form the Health Sciences 
Centre, a teaching and research complex 
devoted to all areas of health and to the 
treatment of disease. The Centre will ex-
pand rapidly in the next several years to 
incorporate first a new School of Dentis-
try and then a University Hospital. Thus, 
even as the new quarters are occupied, 
further expansion of facilities and person-
nel is anticipated in response to future 
demands of teaching and research. 
The new Medical Sciences Building ac-
commodates the Medical Faculty"s admin-
istrative offices, the Medical Library, and 
the preclinical science departments. Par-
ticularly impressive to anyone who attend-
ed classes on South Street are the depart-
mental areas; each is approximately twice 
the size of that in the old building. 
It must be remembered, however, that 
the physical growth has been accompanied 
• Assistant Professor, Department of Physiology, 
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by increased demands upon each depart-
ment. Besides the Medical Student Body, 
which will be enlarged, the School of 
Dentistry, new undergraduate courses in 
the basic medical sciences, and the ex-
panding School of Graduate Studies will 
all involve increased teaching responsibili-
ties requiring additional facilities. 
Furthermore, the departments within 
the Medical Faculty are committed not 
only to teaching their respective disci-
plines but also to conducting research 
into the many unknown or poorly under-
stood areas of medical science. Thus more 
research space is needed. 
The new building was planned to ful-
fiU all these needs. Modern special facili-
ties will contribute significantly to teach-
ing and research in the departments. 
Again, there wiU be further adjustments 
and expansion when necessary. 
Following is a guide to the new Medical 
Sciences Building, including discussion of 
the teaching and research interests and 
special facilities of each department. 
On the main floor, in addition to the 
administrative offices and the Medical 
Library, are the Department of Psychiatry 
and Preventive Medicine and the Depart-
ment of Biophysics. 
In the Department of Psychiatry and 
Preventive Medicine, under the direction 
of G. E. Hobbs, two general areas are 
being investigated. In psychiatry, Dr. 
Hobbs is attempting to categorize the 
elements of personality that become evi-
dent early in the clinical picture of schizo-
phrenia, in order that they may aid in the 
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prognosis of this baffling mental disease. 
In the area of preventive medicine, Dr. 
C. W. Buck has been involved in a longi-
tudinal study of the factors affecting the 
physical and mental development of child-
ren. 
The Department of Biophysics, accord-
ing to Dr. A. C. Burton, its head, is 
concerned with the physics and mathemat-
ics of living things - that is, the quanti-
tative measurement of physical properties 
and processes of living matter and the 
formulation of theories about their mech-
anism of action. For example, the Depart-
ment has long been interested in haemo-
dynamics, the physics of blood flow. Its 
studies in this area have included the 
unique properties of blood as a particle-
containing fluid (plasma and red blood 
cells) and the physical properties of blood 
vessels, including their elasticity and the 
mechanisms of production and distribution 
of heart sounds. It is now actively investi-
gating the properties of the red blood cell 
membrane, in an attempt to explain the 
peculiar shape of the cell and how this 
shape is maintained. 
The interests of the Department further 
extend to the mechanism of nerve impulse 
conduction, of muscle shivering, and of 
the contraction of the ductus arteriosus at 
birth in response to the increase in blood 
oxygen tension, as well as the study of 
heat exchange and temperature regulation. 
As Dr. Burton says, "Virtually anything 
is fair game for Biophysics." 
On the second floor are the Depart-
ments of Physiology and Pharmacology. 
The Department of Physiology, headed by 
Dr. J. A. F. Stevenson, aims toward under-
standing the physico-chemical bases of 
separate physiological processes and how 
these interact in harmony for the origin, 
development and progression of life; that 
is, physiology is an integrative discipline. 
Much of the Department's interest is in 
regulatory physiology. This encompasses 
the regulation of energy and water ex-
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change; the physiological responses to 
changes in environmental temperature, 
nutrition and activity; and the large area 
of neuroendocrine regulation. In addition, 
investigations are proceeding in the 
fields of behavioural physiology, gastro-
intestinal physiology, neurophysiology, the 
physiology of nerve and muscle, and peri-
natal physiology. 
Special facilities in the Department's 
new quarters will greatly enhance these 
projects. For example, there are rooms in 
which controlled environmental tempera-
tures and humidity are maintained, a 
shielded laboratory for neurophysiological 
experiments, a radioisotope laboratory, a 
special chemistry laboratory, and a work-
shop for the design or repair of electronic 
apparatus. 
The Department of Pharmacology, dir-
ected by Dr. C. W . Gowdey, deals with 
the properties of compounds which have 
or may have a therapeutic effect on human 
disease. This involves investigation of the 
specific chemical structure of drugs which 
makes them pharmacologically active and 
of their effects on various pathological 
conditions. The Department's long-stand-
ing concern with decompression sickness 
is particularly interesting in the light of 
the present widespread enthusiasm for 
using hyperbaric oxygen chambers in the 
treatment of disease. 
Other departmental projects involve the 
physchological effects of ethanol consump-
tion on learning rates, and the anti-
inflammatory properties of compounds 
extracted from natural oils. The latter has 
evolved into a study of the effects of 
certain of these compounds on red blood 
cell production in bone marrow. 
Specially designed facilities within the 
department include: a decompression 
chamber, a gas chromatography room, a 
controlled temperature room and special 
rooms for behavioural pharmacology. 
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The Department of Biochemistry is on 
the third floor. Dr. H. B. Stewart de-
scribes this Department, which he heads, 
as being "interested in all things biochemi-
cal." Besides its long-term studies in the 
general area of lipid metabolism, the De-
partment's other research interests range 
from the structure and physical properties 
of proteins through those more directly 
applicable to clinical medicine: the inborn 
errors of amino acid metabolism in hum-
ans, multiple sclerosis, muscular dystro-
phy, and gargoylism. Further illustrative 
of the Department's diversity of interests 
is the research being conducted on bio-
chemical changes in cancer growth. 
Included in Biochemistry's new quarters 
are isotope and controlled-temperature 
laboratories and facilities for clinical iso-
topic investigation. 
Also on the third floor is the Depart-
ment of Bacteriology and Immunology. 
The name is somewhat misleading, for 
this Department, directed by Dr. R. G. E. 
Murray, does teaching and research in all 
a.reas of microbiology: bacteriology, mycol-
ogy, virology, and immunology. Studies 
are proceeding in the bacteriological areas 
of cytology, marine bacteriology, the phys-
iology of microplasms, and the nature 
of various staphylococcal toxins. In my-
cology there is active interest in the 
physiology, cytology, and biochemistry of 
fungi and in the factors controlling spore 
formation. Virological and immunological 
research deals with the nature of the 
interactions of viruses and their hosts. 
The Department now has rooms and 
equipment for electron microscopy and 
for ultracentrifugation. Although Bacteri-
ology and Immunology is now geograph-
ically divorced from hospital facilities, 
there is active communication between the 
clinical and academic areas. 
On the fourth floor are the Depart-
ments of Anatomy and Pathology. Dr. M. 
L. Barr's Department of Gross and Micro-
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scopic Anatomy is equipped for the teach-
ing of gross anatomy, general histology, 
and neuroanatomy, as well as embryology 
and human genetics. Several research pro-
jects are also being conducted. The work 
on cytogenetics and human chromosomal 
abnormalities, which has received world-
wide recognition, is continuing to expand. 
In another area of clinical interest, there 
are investigations of blood vasculature and 
its microscopic anatomy in health and 
disease. In its more basic field, the 
Department is using the electron micro-
scope to study the ultra-structure of cells 
in mitosis. 
A logical neighbour to Anatomy is the 
Department of Pathology, directed by Dr. 
A. C. Wallace. Pathology is concerned 
essentially with the gross and microscopic 
anatomy of diseased tissue. In addition to 
the large collection of microscopic slides 
and preserved gross pathological speci-
mens, a constant supply of fresh speci-
mens for teaching purposes will be made 
available by various affiliated clinical 
departments. 
Research in the Department centres on 
cancer and the factors responsible for the 
spread of cancerous tissue to distant parts 
of the body. There are also studies on the 
origin of atherosclerosis and on the nature 
of ovarian tumours. Dr. Wallace is con-
ducting a long-term study of atherosclero-
sis and neoplasms in the Eskimo. 
The Department has special facilities 
for histochemistry, ultraviolet microscopy 
and for tissue transplantation. 
The smaller fifth and sixth floors of 
the new building house the animals used 
in research and teaching in the basic and 
clinical sciences. There are up-to-date 
facilities for care of the animals, cleaning 
and sterilization of cages and utensils, 
preparation of the protean diets required 
for the various species, and special dietary 
experiments. In addition to a well-
equipped room for large animal experi-
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ments, there are surgical preparation 
rooms and a specially designed recovery 
room. The large animal quarters on the 
fifth floor are connected to spacious out-
door mos. Several special rooms on the 
sixth floor provide controlled environ-
ments ranging from tropical to below-
freezing temperatures. 
Dr. G. W. Stavraky, who administers 
the area compares these animal quarters 
to a hotel. There is even a house doctor -
in this case a veterinarian. 
In the new building, those entering the 
preclinical medical years may feel some-
what dissociated from clinical medicine. 
Indeed, until the University Hospital is 
built, preclinical and clinical studies will 
be separated. However, the basic sciences 
are of course directly interested in not 
only the acquisition of basic knowledge of 
human biology but also its application to 
clinical medicine. And, as has been shown, 
there is throughout the preclinical depart-
ments of the U.W.O. Medical Faculty 
considerable research interest that is 
directly applicable to clinical medicine. 
The preceding descriptions of the basic 
science departments, with their various 
interests and new facilities, are admittedly 
superficial. It is hoped, however, that 
readers will be prompted to tour the 
Medical Science Building and investigate 
its areas of activity - in which all may 
take justifiable pride. 
The Health Sciences Centre 
Library 
The library of the Medical School on 
South Street moved from its crowded 
quarters during the third week in June to 
the new Medical Sciences Building on the 
University campus. In the process of the 
move the library acquired attractive and 
more spacious quarters and a new name. 
The library is located on the north side 
of the west wing of the building. The 
fact that it now occupies a single rec-
tangular area has eliminated many of the 
problems in finding and in stacking books. 
The library area, which is on the first 
floor of the building, is divided into the 
• Librarian, Health Sciences Centre Library, 
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main reading room, the stacks and the 
library office. There are three levels of 
stacks, with access to an elevator. 
The central portion of the library is the 
reading room which is approximately 2500 
square feet. There are to be thirty-six 
small tables here, each with two chairs. 
This should be a more satisfactory ar-
rangement for the students than are 
larger study tables and this arrangement 
has the advantage of being flexible. Plans 
call for an intercom system to be installed 
at the circulation desk so that doctors can 
be paged in the stacks. 
The reading room looks spacious with 
its high ceiling, light cream walls and the 
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large windows on the north side of the 
room. The ceiling, which has the lighting 
fixtures set in it, is high enough to allow 
for two levels of stacks within the same 
height in the stack area. 
The northeast corner of the main room 
is divided off to form a periodical reading 
room. As before, the journals received 
during the current week are being kept on 
upright racks and the previous unbound 
issues on horizontal shelves. With the in-
crease in the number of periodicals 
received we expect to spread the issues 
onto twelve periodical racks for journals 
received in past weeks and four racks for 
the journals of the current week. Within 
the periodical area there will be eight 
tables with two chairs each and there will 
be four upholstered chairs so that at least 
a few people can relax while reviewing 
the current literature. 
From the main reading room there are 
two entrances to the stacks, both on the 
west wall. These lead to the two aisles in 
the stacks on the centre level. The south 
row of stacks on this level holds the books 
published since 1954 except for those 
books on restricted periods of loan being 
kept in the main reading room. The older 
books are on the bottom floor immediately 
below the newer books. The history books 
are kept on the bottom floor on the north 
row of shelving. Also on the bottom floor 
is a locked section which contains the 
archival material owned by the library. 
This includes the theses, the older history 
of medicine books and the rare books, 
journals and other items of historical in-
terest owned by the library. Some of these 
items will be on display from time to time 
in the display cases at the entrance to the 
library. 
The bound journals, which formerly 
were divided into English-language and 
foreign-language journals, have now been 
integrated into one alphabetical sequence 
as there is space in which to do this. The 
entire top, that is the third, level of the 
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stacks is devoted to journals; the "A's" 
beginning on the south row of shelving. 
The journal sequence continues on the 
middle and north rows of shelving on the 
centre level and the final portion of the 
alphabet is stacked on the bottom floor, 
on the middle row of shelving. The index-
ing and abstracting journals are shelved in 
the maio reading room with the reference 
books. Index Medicus will be on a spec-
ially designed table with a centre book-
shelf section, making these volumes more 
accessible for use than they would be if 
on regular bookshelves. 
There are eighteen carrels in the stacks 
and the microfilm reader is kept at one of 
these. We hope to have a rnicrocard reader 
as well. 
The library staff now have convenient 
working space which consists of one large 
room with three small rooms off it. In 
the main room are the interlibrary loan, 
cataloguing and order departments and 
our secretary's desk. The three rooms 
which lead off this room are the collation 
room where the journals are prepared for 
binding, the librarian's office and the li-
brary staff lounge. 
With the change in name to that of 
Health &ieoces Centre Library we recog-
nize that we shall also be working closely 
with the Faculty of Dentistry and &hool 
of Nursing. With construction of the 
Dental &hool the library will be expanded 
to the north. We are now working with 
the Dean of Dentistry to build up a col-
lection of journals and books, including 
back issues of the more prominent dental 
journals. 
As always we are building up the entire 
collection as much as our budget will per-
mit. This year we have been particularly 
fortunate in receiving many valuable 
books and journals from doctors, organ-
izations, and other people who are inter-
ested in the development of the resources 
of the library. We are most grateful for 
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these gifts and would encourage those 
who would like to donate their valued 
books and journals to the library to do so. 
It was with regret that we learned of 
Dr. Olga Bishop's resignation as Librarian 
of the Health Sciences Centre Library. 
The planning for this library was largely 
hers and we would like her to be enjoying 
the benefits of it. Many former, as well 
as present, students and members of the 
faculty will remember Dr. Bishop's kindli-
ness and helpfulness during their years at 
the Medical School. She will be greatly 
missed but we shall try to carry on the 
tradition of resourcefulness which she 
established. We join in congratulating her 
on her appointment to the Faculty of 
Library Science at the University of Tor-
onto and realize that this new aspect of 
her career will make a valuable contribu-
tion to library training in Canada and 
particularly to the training of medical 
librarians. 
We would like to welcome any who are 
interested in the new building to visit the 
library. While students will miss the fam-
iliarity of the building they knew so well, 
I am sure they will admire the convenience 
and attractiveness of the new library we 
now have. 
The University Hospital 
The physical design and the internal 
planning of this hospital will be determ-
ined by a number of factors such as cost, 
policy, local geography and terrain, and 
by its role as an important part of the 
larger Health Sciences Centre. 
The net area of this hospital is pro-
jected at 573,000 square feet, and the 
utilization of the space within this area 
must be done in such a way that maxi-
mum efficiency can be obtained. 
Physical and geographical considerations 
are important. These dictate that the Uni-
versity Hospital will extend roughly 
northward from the present Basic Medical 
Sciences building, approximately eight 
hundred feet. This will place the hospital 
toward the northern end and western 
*Head of the Department of Ophthalmology, 
Faculty of Medicine, UWO 
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limit of the campus between Windermere 
Road and Western Road. In keeping with 
the concept of the evolution of a Health 
Sciences Centre at this university, it will 
have a direct physical integration with the 
Basic Medical Sciences building and with 
the School of Dentistry. The fall of the 
terrain places the hospital at a lower level 
than the Basic Sciences building, and a 
person coming from the ground floor of 
this building will enter the university hos-
pital at its fourth floor. 
The hospital itself will consist of a rec-
tangular, three-storey base, ninety-thous-
and square feet in area, suppPrting a 
tower seven floors high. 
Emergency and patient reception will 
be centred on the ground floor and all 
visitors will enter by this level. 
The second floor of the base will be 
occupied principally by diagnostic radio-
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logy and operating room suites, anesthes-
iology, computing machinery, and some 
rehabilitation facilities. Flow between 
Emergency, operating suites and Radiol-
ogy will be by a restricted two-floor ele-
vator. The third floor of the base will 
be occupied by laboratories and offices of 
Pathology, Micro-biology, and Clinical 
Pathology. It will also contain medical 
student facilities, lecture rooms, auditoria 
and cafeteria. 
Superimposed upon this base will be 
the 'patient tower' containing four hun-
dred and five beds, divided into patient 
care units which will average thirty beds 
each. Ontario Hospital Services Commis-
sion regulations require that fifty per cen t 
of the total bed capacity must be 'standard 
ward', and the remainder will be divided 
between semi-private and private accom-
modations. 
Viewed from above, the tower will be 
in the form of a modified cross with the 
long axis running roughly north and 
south, extending to the Basic Medical 
Sciences building . Projecting from the east 
side of the tower will be the out-patient 
facilities, in a wing which extends the 
full height of the tower. The cruciform 
design is modeled to some extent upon 
plans of the University of British Colum-
bia HospitaL Patients are accommodated 
in the long axis and cross pieces of the 
structure. The core of the long axis of 
the cross is devoted to service facilities, 
conference rooms, teaching rooms, labora-
tories and offices. These areas are bounded 
on each side by a corridor and the patient 
rooms are arranged around the perimeter 
of the cross so that each patient room will 
have outside windows. Two nursing sta-
tions will be located at the intersections of 
the cross. 
It will have been stressed in other ap-
proaches to this discussion that this hos-
pital is committed to a policy of teaching, 
research and service, in that order, but 
the implications of this in space utilization 
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are of some interest. First and foremost, 
it must be remembered that this is not a 
'service' hospital. But, paradoxically, the 
precedence given to teaching and research 
should result in a standard of service that 
could only be designated as one of excel-
lence. 
To those who see, logically enough, a 
hospital as a place where sick or injured 
are diagnosed and treated, the space 
assigned to teaching will be surprising. 
The word 'teaching' must be considered 
in its widest context, and will include not 
only undergraduate medical student teach-
ing but graduate and post-doctoral train-
ing in the basic and clinical sciences, 
students in other health-related professions 
such as nursing, physiotherapy and rehab-
ilitat ion, as well as technical training pro-
grammes in such fields for example as 
Clinical Pathology, Radiology and Path-
ology. Generally speaking, this type of 
hosp ital requires at least thirty per cent 
more overall space than a service hospital 
with the same patient population . 
This space will be devoted to larger 
work and conference areas on each patient 
care unit, additional examination and con-
sultation space in the Out Patient Depart-
ment, clinical research laboratories and of-
fice space for professional medical staff. 
Such office space has been planned with 
the concept that these rooms will not be 
used for patient interview or examination, 
but rather as a space where the staff man 
may keep his records, carry out his 'paper 
work' and keep his own personal library. 
All patients who are ambulatory or capa-
ble of being easily moved will be exam-
ined in out-patient areas, and this, in 
turn, imposes certain requirements upon 
design. Such facilities must be adequate 
for complete private examination of pa-
tients. Space must be provided for sophis-
ticated diagnostic equipment within these 
areas. Since both in-hospital and out-
patients will be examined wherever possi-
ble in the Out-Patient Department, each 
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department will have its out-patient facili-
ties geographically dose to its in-patient 
accommodation. Structural details will pre-
vent mixing of out-patient and patient 
care units where such mixing might pose 
a hazard as, for example, in Paediatrics. 
Since clinical research will be an impor-
tant function of this hospital, appropriate 
laboratory space will be reserved as dose 
as possible to the patient care and out-
patient facilities. Undoubtedly, some of 
the research problems will involve animal 
experimentation. Obviously, it would be 
ill-advised for patients or visitors to have 
any possibility of viewing any aspect of 
these procedures, and the laboratories will 
be sufficiently removed from the patient 
care areas that this should not be possible. 
However, the overall plan is such that the 
staff men should have, within easy walk-
ing distance, access to the patient care 
units, out-patient facilities, basic medical 
science departments, their own offices and 
their own clinical research laboratories. 
Hospital departments will be located in 
such a way that easy horizontal inter-
change between related clinical and basic 
science departments is possible, as for ex-
ample, between Surgery and Anatomy. 
Undoubtedly, many compromises will 
be essential to co-ordinate the ideal with 
what is possible. However, the overall 
planning and designation of space within 
the hospital is directed toward the con-
cept of an institution wherein active medi-
cal teaching, aided and stimulated by basic 
medical research, may be combined with a 
standard of excellence of the highest order 
in all health services. 
School of Nursing 
This year marks the forty-fifth year 
since the establishment of the first edu-
cational program in nursing at The Uni-
versity of Western Ontario. In 1920, the 
Canadian Red Cross Society granted to 
five Canadian Universities sufficient funds 
to support, for a three-year period, educa-
tional programs in public health nursing. 
The University of Western Ontario was 
one of the five universities selected and 
received its grant through the Ontario 
Division of the Canadian Red Cross 
Society. A Division of Studies for Gradu-
• Dean, School of NursUlg, UWO. 
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ate Nurses was established within the 
Faculty of Public Health under Dean Hill. 
The late Miss Margaret McDermid was 
appointed to give professional leadership 
to the new program. 
In 1924, the Board of Governors and 
Senate approved the establishment of a 
five-year undergraduate program leading 
to the degree Bachelor of Science in Nurs-
ing. The following year, two further pro-
grams for graduate nurses were estab-
lished: a program designed to prepare 
teachers for hospital schools of nursing, 
leading to a Certificate of Instructor in 
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Nursing; and a program designed to pre-
pare hospital administrators leading to a 
Certificate in Hospital Administration. 
This latter program was discontinued in 
1947. 
When the decision was reached to dis-
continue the Faculty of Public Health in 
1946, the &hool of Nursing was estab-
lished as an autonomous unit within the 
constituent University. Enrolment had 
gradually increased over the years and the 
programs had proved to be a contribution 
to nursing. The late Dean Slack had re-
placed Dean Hill and Miss Mildred 
Walker was appointed Director of the 
Division of Studies for Graduate Nurses. 
Miss Walker spent seventeen years at The 
University of Western Ontario and earned 
the respect of her students to the extent 
that in 1961, they set up a bursary fund 
in her honour. 
When the new &hool of Nursing was 
established, the W . K. Kellogg Founda-
tion of Battle Creek, Michigan, made a 
grant of $50,000. to be spent over a three-
year period in improving and strengthen-
ing the educational programs of the 
&hool. Miss Edith M. McDowell was 
appointed the &hool's first Dean and 
under her inspiring leadership the &hool 
developed both in quality of programs and 
in enrolment. Miss McDowell retired as 
Dean in 1960 but continued to give lead-
ership as a teacher for two more years. 
The University of Western Ontario recog-
nized her outstanding contribution by 
awarding her the degree Doctor of Laws 
(honoris causa) in May 1962. 
Miss McDowell was very concerned 
about the need for improving nursing 
services for the public. The 1957-58 aca· 
demic year saw the establishment of a 
third post-basic program leading to a 
Diploma in Nursing Service Administra-
tion. The enrolment of students doubled 
in the second year and has consistently 
increased since that date. 
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Obviously, there was a recognized need 
for better prepared leaders in our health 
institutions and again the W . K. Kellogg 
Foundation was approached for financial 
assistance. A grant of 142,000 over a five-
year period was received. This very gener-
ous grant made possible the establishment 
of a two-year graduate program leading 
to the degree Master of &ience in Nurs-
ing. This was the first graduate program 
to be offered in Canada. To date, eighteen 
candidates have been awarded this degree. 
In the early years, nursing programs 
were offered in the former building of 
The Institute of Public Health on South 
Street. In 1951, the &hool was moved to 
the North Campus and in 1961 moved 
into its present building. Being on the 
North Campus enabled the &hool to pro-
fit to a greater extent from the coopera-
tion of the Faculty of Arts and &ience 
but presented new problems in relation to 
cooperation of the Faculty of Medicine. 
It is already obvious that with the opening 
of The Medical &ience Building on the 
North Campus, the School of Nursing will 
benefit and the programs will be enriched. 
The outstanding current development 
within the &hool of Nursing is the plan-
ning of a four-year basic nursing program. 
The Senate has already given general 
approval to this program and it is hoped 
that students will be admitted in the fall 
of 1966. This will be the first time that 
the University Faculty will assume the 
responsibility for the total program, par-
ticularly the basic nursing courses. It is 
of interest that the first graduates will 
receive their degrees during the year of 
the &hool's fiftieth anniversary. 
It is anticipated that the enrolment of 
students will be limited at first but by 
1970, seventy-five students may be ad-
mitted each year. 
Tht purpose of the new B.&.N. pro-
gram is to prepare professional practit-
ioners who can practise nursing wherever 
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their services may be needed, in hospitals, 
homes and other health agencies. Nursing 
gives an unique service to ind ividuals, 
families and communities. Its central coo-
cern is with people, assisting them toward 
maximum well-being through knowledge-
able and intelligent care. This quality of 
care must be based on an understanding 
of the humanities, biological, physical and 
social sciences. Such understanding can 
best be learned in an university. Nursing 
care involves doing for the individual 
those things which he would do for him-
self if he had the necessary knowledge, 
will and strength. 
It is anticipated that a great variety of 
clinical experiences will be planned for 
the students. The new teaching hospital 
will make possible many more meaningful 
learning opportunities but also it will 
make it possible for the Faculty and stu-
dents to undertake much needed research. 
The Faculty of the School of Nursing is 
working closely and enthusiastically with 
the Faculty of Medicine and the London 
Health Association in planning for this 
new hospital. 
During the forty-five years nursing has 
been taught at The University of Western 
Ontario, changes and improvements have 
taken place. As in many other facets of 
modern living the pace of change is now 
accelerated, and the School is expanding 
very rapidly. In 1920 there were 4 stu-
dents; in 1935 - 20; in 1950 - 61 ; in 1965 
- 230. By 1970, this enrolment will prob-
ably be doubled. 
Of more importance, the quality of 
nursing, education and research is rapidly 
advancing. The Faculty of the School of 
Nursing likes the look of the future and 
we welcome the privilege of assisting with 
new developments. 
The Faculty of Dentistry 
Joins the Health Sciences Centre 
HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT 
On October 29th, 1964 The Honourable 
John P. Robarts, Prime Minister of On-
tario, announced that as a result of a very 
thorough study of medical and dental 
teaching facilities the Government of On-
*Dean, Faculty of Dentistry, The University of 
W e tern Ontario 
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tario had approved four major projects. 
One of these was the development of a 
Faculty of Dentistry at The University of 
Western Ontario to operate in conjunction 
with the present Faculty of Medidne within 
a Health Sdences Centre. On November 
20th following, the University's Board of 
Governors officially established the Faculty 
of Dentistry, effective January 1st, 1965 
and at the same meeting appointed the 
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Dean, such appointment being effective 
from February 1st, 1965. 
As early as October 1947 the Board of 
Governors of The University of Western 
Ontario had approved in principle the 
eventual development of a Faculty of 
Dentistry and in 1949 the Canadian Den-
tal Association and the Royal College of 
Dental Surgeons of Ontario had endorsed 
such establishment. In 1950, however, it 
became obvious that there was a need to 
expand the facilities then in operation in 
the province and the Board of Directors 
of the College accordingly recommended 
the creation of new and expanded prem-
ises for the Faculty of Dentistry of the 
University of Toronto. This project was 
completed in 1959. 
With the efforts expended in respect to 
the Toronto program having been suit-
ably rewarded, once more attention was 
directed toward the establishment of a 
second dental school for the province. In 
1962, following discussions with the Hon-
ourable M. B. Dymond, Minister of 
Health, the Board of Directors of the 
Royal College of Dental Surgeons accepted 
the assignment of recommending a suit-
able dental school location to Government. 
The Board thereupon commissioned Dr. 
A. C. Lewis, formerly Dean of the On-
tario College of Education at Toronto and 
Consultant in Education to the Canadian 
Dental Association, to prepare a report. 
In November 1962 the Lewis Report was 
approved by the Board and almost imme-
diately forwarded to the Minister. The 
report recommended the new school be 
located at McMaster University provided 
that a medical school be established there 
simultaneously and in the event that that 
recommendation could not be fulfilled , 
the new school be located at The Univers-
ity of Western Ontario.1 
1. Lewis, A. Clifford - A Report Presented to 
the Board of Directors of the Royal College of 
Dental Surgeons of Ontario, November 1962, "A 
Second Dental School for Ontario." Proceedings 
of the Royal CoJJege of Dental Surgeons of 
Ontario, 1962-1963, p. 70. 
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As the College of Physicians and Sur-
geons of Ontario had been concerning it-
self with the creation of a fifth Faculty 
of Medicine in Ontario and as McMaster 
University appeared to enjoy a position of 
priority in respect of its possible location 
it was suggested by the Minister that the 
two licensing authorities could work to-
gether on this matter. If it were determin-
ed that McMaster should not be recom-
mended as the site of the proposed Faculty 
of Medicine or if the establishment of a 
medical school in Hamilton could not be 
achieved in a reasonably short period of 
time, then independently the Royal College 
of Dental Surgeons could proceed to 
work toward the establishment of the 
dental school at Western. In time it was 
this latter procedure which was followed . 
Six reasons were advanced in support of 
the Western proposal : 2 
"( I) There is an existing Faculty of 
Medicine with a highly competent 
staff. As a functioning Faculty of 
Medicine is mandatory before 
creating a Faculty of Dentistry 
and as it would take some time to 
develop a similarly-qualified medi-
cal teaching staff in a university 
which does not at present include 
a Faculty of Medicine, the oppor-
tunity for earlier commencement 
at Western is obvious. 
(2) There is a voluminous medical 
sciences library at Western much 
of which is necessary to a Faculty 
of Dentistry. Again, in a univers-
ity not at present providing a 
medical course, not only would it 
be necessary to develop a library 
for subjects regarded to be within 
the exclusive purview of dentistry 
but it would be required to create 
a medical library as well. 
2. Proceedings - Royal College of Dental Sur-
geons of Ontario, 1963-1964, p. ~6. 
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(3) The building program now ad-
vancing within The University of 
Western Ontario has been so 
planned that the incorporation of 
a Faculty of Dentistry could be 
achieved with minimal inconveni-
ence and with the maximum sav-
ing of time. In fact, if government 
were to provide early approval 
the first class of dental students 
could be graduated from Western 
in the spring of 1969. By the 
most optimistic calculations it 
would not be possible to graduate 
a class in dentistry from any Uni-
versity which does not at present 
have a Faculty of Medicine until 
at least 1972. The burgeoning 
population of the province de-
mands the earliest possible acqui-
sition of a greater number of 
dental practitioners. 
( 4) There are established ideal work-
ing relationships between the 
University of Western Ontario 
and all the major hospitals in the 
area. The opportunity for clinical 
material for a Faculty of Dentistry 
both on an in-patient and an out-
patient basis already exists. Such 
agreements would, perforce, have 
to be negotiated in any area where 
there is no operable medical 
school. 
(5} An extensive school dental pro-
gram is operating in London and 
fuJI co-operation in the provision 
of patients for clinical material is 
assured. 
( 6) The existence of a dental faculty 
within a geographic area tends to 
draw a greater number of appli-
cants from that area. It is known 
that the smaller centres are more 
likely to acquire practitioners 
from among students who have 
been recruited from similarly-sized 
communities. The western aspect 
of Ontario requires more dentists 
and there is every likelihood that 
the smaller towns and cities of 
western Ontario would experience 
a significantly improved patient-
dentist ratio if the second Faculty 
of Dentistry is located in Lon-
don." 
DENTISTS NEEDED IN WESTERN 
ONI'ARIO 
The need for more dentists in Western 
Ontario is acute. In 1962 the patient-den-
tist ratio in Ontario was 2462 to 1-a 
ratio which each year has continued to 
worsen. By 1980, had no additional dental 
school facilities been created but the exist-
ing school continue to graduate maximum 
classes, th.e ratio would be at least 
2821 to 1. In 1920, Ontario exhibited a 
ratio of 1901 people to each dentist. The 
ever-worsening patient-dentist ratio coup-
led with significantly increased demands 
for dental care services are combining to 
create a problem of some magnitude. 
The inequalities of distribution of den-
tists further aggravate the dental man-
power problem. a The County of Mid-
dlesex had a ratio in 1964 of 2354 to 1, 
slightly better than the provincial average. 
But the other counties of Western Ontario 
of which London is the metropolitan cen-
tre did not fare as well. Elgin's ratio was 
3300 to 1; Oxford's 3419 to 1; Norfolk's 
3926 to 1; Kent's 3507 to 1 and Lamb-
ton's 3677 to 1. The Grey-Bruce-Dufferin 
areas are equally as lacking in dentists and 
Huron County exhibited in 1964 a ratio 
of 5612 people for every dentist in the 
county. 
Even to maintain the present provincial 
ratio of 2462 to 1 to 1980 an additional 
3. Proceecfinss- Royal CoUege of Dental Sur-
8eons of Ontario, 1963-1964, p. 76. 
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five hundred graduates beyond the present 
capacity of the Faculty of Dentistry of The 
University of Toronto to provide will be 
required. Thus it is none to soon that the 
creation of Western's dental school has 
taken place. 
FACULTY ORGANIZATION 
For reasons pertinent to the a.rea which 
this Faculty will tend to serve, depart-
mentalization is being de-emphasized. 
Apart from the six Basic Science disci-
plines, Anatomy, Bacteriology, Biochemis-
try, Pathology, Pharmacology, and Physi-
ology, which in our developing Health 
Sciences Centre will be common to the 
Faculties of Medicine and Dentistry, only 
five departments are at present being con-
sidered: 
(a) Department of Restorative Dentis-
try - to include operative dentistry, 
fixed and removable prosthodon-
tics, ceramics, endodontics, and 
dental morphology. A metallurgical 
and dental materials research lab-
oratory would form a part of this 
department. 
(b) Department of Oral Medicine - to 
include oral diagnosis, dental radi-
ology, and periodontics. It is hoped 
that the Chairman of this depart-
ment might be appointed Chief of 
of the Department of Dentistry in 
the new university teaching hos-
pital. 
(c) Department of Oral Surgery - to 
include anaesthesia both local and 
general. 
(d) Department of Paediatric Dentis-
try - to include paedodontics and 
orthodontics. 
(e) Department of Soda1 Dentistry - to 
include preventive dentistry, public 
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health, epidemiology, ethics, juris-
prudence, history of dentistry, 
practice administration including 
employment of auxiliaries and any 
course which has as its purpose the 
inculcation in students of dentistry 
of the concept that they are integ-
ral parts of society and have, 
thereby, obligation and responsibil-
ities in respect of it. This Faculty 
will not be successful unless and 
until its graduates exhibit a well-
developed sense of social conscious-
ness. 
Treatment in the Faculty clinics will be 
"patient-centred" and it is intended that 
through lesser departmentalization includ-
ing the clinical areas we shall work to-
ward that goal. A cubicle-type main clinic 
has been specified-one which affords 
ease of supervision yet provides patient 
privacy. Except for oral surgery and radio-
graphy the student will serve all his pa-
tients within the cubicle to which he has 
been assigned. 
STAFF 
On February 15th, 1965 the first recom-
mendation concerning staff was made to 
the President of the University. It was 
suggested there should be one department 
in each of the Basic Science disciplines 
but there should be cross-appointments 
within the Faculties of Medicine and Den-
tistry. The President concurred. 
ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS 
Admission to the Faculty of Dentistry 
will be based primarily on academic ability 
and personal qualities as evidenced by 
predental scholastic records, aptitude tests, 
and personal interviews. Because facilities 
for pre-clinical and clinical instruction will 
be limited, it will be necessary to restrict 
enrolment to those who, in the opinion of 
the Faculty, are best qualified to meet the 
demands of the curriculum and most likely 
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to be able to successfully complete the 
course of study. The presentation of the 
minimum requirements for admission can-
not be regarded as assurance that the ap-
plicant will necessarily be accepted. 
On the basis of admission requirements 
which are at present applicable, an Ontario 
Grade 13 student who intends to study 
Dentistry at The University of Western 
Ontario should apply for admission to the 
first year of General Program One (Sci-
ence) offered in the Faculty of Arts and 
Science. His Grade 13 program must in-
clude English, a language other than Eng-
lish, Chemistry, Physics, Algebra, Geom-
etry and one of Trigonometry, Botany, or 
Zoology. 
From the first year of General Program 
One, he may proceed to either (a) the 
second year of a 4-year Honours program 
leading to the B.Sc. degree or (b) the 
second year of some 4-year Honours Pro-
grams leading to the B.A. degree or (c) 
the second year of the 3-year General 
Program One (Science) leading to the 
B.A. degree. 
Students who have completed a B.A. or 
B.Sc. or the eqt~iflalent pre-professional pro-
gram described above at another University, 
are eligible to apply for admission to the 
first year in the Faculty of Dentistry. 
Perhaps a general statement should be 
made because of the two-year "predental" 
requirement following Ontario Grade 13. 
This is a departure as far as Ontario is 
concerned but is not precedental in Can-
ada. 
Plans in the University are well ad-
vanced toward the establishment of a 
Health Sciences Centre. The new Medical 
Sciences Building, adjoining the Cancer 
Research Laboratory and the School of 
Nursing, is now occupied. Efforts are at 
present being made which, by the fall of 
1967 and 1970 respectively, should result 
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in a Dental Sciences Building and a Uni-
versity Teaching Hospital. The first year 
of a four-year program in dentistry will 
be offered, in temporary accommodation, 
to a small pilot class of eight students in 
September 1966. In 1969 or 1970 a two-
year Dental Hygiene program will be of-
fered to women who meet the general 
university admission requirements. 
It is of the utmost importance that 
within this Health Sciences Centre every 
opportunity should be seized to inculcate 
in embryo physicians and dentists the fact 
that they are part of a health team each 
contributing to the health needs of the 
community. Medical and dental students 
should experience comparable pre-profes-
sional programs to equip them to under-
take the demands placed on them in the 
Basic Science areas. The depth of teaching 
in these disciplines should be comparable 
notwithstanding that there will be syste-
matic areas in respect of dental students 
to which either greater or lesser emphasis 
will be given. It is highly probable that 
there will be classes in some courses taken 
jointly by medical and dental students. 
PROJECTED ENROLMENT 
The following projected enrolment fig-
ures are employed as the basis for the 
physical requirements of the Dental Sci-
ences Building: 
(a) Undergraduate class size in dentis-
try = 52 
(b) Total dental students in four-year 
program - 4 X 52 = 208 
(c) Graduate and post-graduate stu-
dents = 20 
(d) Dental hygiene class size = 20 
(e) Total dental hygiene students in 
two-year program - 2 X 20 = 40 
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(f) Total number of dental, graduate 
and post-graduate, and dental hy-
giene students = 268 
The above figures are those which 
might reasonably be expected when the 
Faculty of Dentistry is operating at cap-
acity. 
PHYSICAL ACCOMMODATION 
The first draft of the general specifica-
tions for the Dental Sciences Building was 
submitted for consideration in the first 
week of March, 1965. Section 1 comprised 
areas specific to dentistry and Section 2 
related to the areas for expansion of the 
existing Basic Sciences Departments. 
Great emphasis has been given to adequate 
provision for research activities. 
Present intentions foresee the detailed 
planning of the Dental Sciences Building 
completed before the end of 1965 in order 
that tenders can be called for early in 
1966. It is estimated that the active con-
struction phase will consume approxi-
mately eighteen months and the building, 
therefore, should be ready for use in 
September, 1967. This building will be 
physically attached to all others making 
up the Health Sciences Centre. 
The University Teaching Hospital 
which will form a part of the Health 
Sciences Centre is expected to open in the 
fall of 1970. An area approximately 2,000 
square feet consisting of eight operatories 
with facilities for the necessary supportive 
services has been planned and preliminary 
drawings have been submitted to the hos-
pital's planning committee. This hospital 
department will serve both for out-patient 
services and as clinical facilities for the 
geographical full-time members of staff. 
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LIBRARY 
The collection of books and periodicals 
for the Faculty of Dentistry will be en-
tirely integrated within the existing 
Health Sciences library. It is important 
that dental journals be alphabetically in-
serted within the collection of the medical 
and basic science journals and that dental 
texts find themselves on shelves contigu-
ous to those holding medical books. 
The Budget of the Faculty for 1965-
1966 contains a significant provision for 
the purchase of books and journals. By 
the date of enrolment of the first class a 
creditable collection will have been initi-
ated. 
CONCLUSION 
Whether or not the contribution to 
education and research of the Faculty of 
Dentistry of The University of Western 
Ontario will be significant awaits the 
results of the grinding of its hopes and 
aspirations in the crucible of time. If in 
common with other educational institu-
tions it is able to shift to the individual 
the burden of pursuing his own education 
it will have attained some measure of 
achievement. At least this can be said: 
there is a genuine aspiration which per-
vades the University that its newest Fac-
ulty will provide a program of outstand-
ing merit and that its graduates will be a 
credit to their University, to their profes-
sion and to themselves. The writer deeply 
shares these convictions and is sure that 
all who join in the tasks of this new Fac-
ulty will do everything within their ability 
to create an academic climate within which 
these desires may be achieved. 
LONDON, Ontario 
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The Cancer Research Laboratory 
A Research Unit of the National 
Cancer Institute of Canada 
In February of 1959, President G. E. 
Hall in a letter to the President of the 
Ontario Division of the Canadian Cancer 
Society pointed out that several members 
of the Faculty occupied executive or ad-
visory posts i organizations devoted to 
cancer research. Many members of the 
faculty were engaged in research into var-
ious aspects of cancer. Several persons 
who graduated from the University en-
tered the field of cancer research largely 
as a result of the impetus they had re-
ceived here. The interest of the University 
in cancer research was therefore well 
established; however, "to press to the full 
this interest in cancer research and to 
support more adequately those doing can-
cer research here, it is necessary and real-
istic for this University to stress the need 
now for the establishment of a Cancer 
Research Unit on our campus and for the 
erection of physical facilities to house such 
a unit". 
These suggestions led later that year to 
discussion between representatives of the 
Ontario Division of the Canadian Cancer 
Society, the National Cancer Institute of 
Canada and the University. Out of these 
discussions came agreement to proceed 
with the construction of a Cancer Research 
Unit. 
*Director, Cancer Research Laboratory, London, 
Ontario. 
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This unit was to be pact of the medical 
sciences centre, the first unit of which 
was to be the Graduate School of Nurs-
ing. The Cancer Research Unit would be 
an addition to this wing and the proposed 
main medical building would adjoin the 
cancer unit. Such an arrangement would 
provide for a high degree of integration 
of the program and personnel of the unit 
into the activities of the medical school. 
The Ontario Division agreed to provide 
the capital funds to enable the University 
to construct and equip the building. The 
National Cancer Institute agreed to pro-
vide financial support for the research 
work of the unit, including the salaries 
of staff, and the University agreed to 
assume the cost of maintenance of the 
building. This tripartite basis for the op-
eration of a cancer research unit is the 
pattern which has developed in Canada 
for other units as well as this. 
These agreements allowed planning to 
proceed quickly, especially following the 
appointment of Dr. A. C. Wallace as the 
Director of the Unit. The contract for 
construction was awarded in November of 
1960 and the building was occupied eleven 
months later. A plaque in the rotunda of 
the building reads: "This Cancer Research 
Laboratory is given by the people of On-
tario through the Canadian Cancer So-
ciety, for advancement of cancer research 
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towards the ultimate defeat of the disease. 
November 22, 1961". 
Within a short time, professional and 
technical personnel bad been appointed, 
equipment was purchased and work got 
underway in the laboratories. The profes-
sional members of staff include, Dr. J. H. 
Cutts, Assistant Professor of Medical 
Research, Dr. K. Hoshino, Assistant Pro-
fessor of Anatomy, Dr. D. G. Monte-
murro, Assistant Professor of Physiology, 
Dr. G. Sainte-Marie, Associate Professor 
of Anatomy, Dr. I. G. Walker, Associate 
Professor of Biochemistry. In July of 
1965, Dr. A. C. Wallace retired from the 
position of Director to become Professor 
and Head of the Department of Pathol-
ogy. He was succeeded as Director by Dr. 
J. A. McCarter, who also holds the rank 
of Professor of Biochemistry. 
Two things will be noted about this 
list: one is that each member of the pro-
fessional staff holds a post in one of the 
science departments of the medical school ; 
the other is that there is a wide diversity 
of training of the individuals. Thus, there 
are anatomists, pathologists, physiologists 
and biochemists among the staff of the 
unit. 
The reason for this diversity of training 
is not hard to find-and in fact it is one 
of the chief reasons for the e)cistence of 
the cancer research unit. It is, of course, 
quite possible for an individual to inves-
tigate some aspect of cancer in a basic 
science department of a medical school 
and it is being well done, here and else-
where. However, it is usually very diffi-
cult to arrange coordinated and coopera-
tive research involving more than one 
discipline outside of the organization of a 
unit. For example, a pathologist interested 
in the carcinogenic action of ultraviolet 
radiation may find it necessary to obtain 
the cooperation of a physicist, or of a 
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biochemist; or a biochemist, interested in 
the mode of action of a chemical agent in 
curing cancer may require the services of 
a pathologist to help him with the tech-
niques of tumor transplantation and histo-
logical examination of tissues; or the 
physiologist interested in the role of the 
endocrine organs in the production of 
mammary tumours, may require the par-
ticipation of persons from several disci-
plines to assist him in his researches. In 
short, a cancer research unit will allow a 
multi-disciplinary approach to the problem 
of cancer. 
It is important that the personnel of 
the unit have appointments in the regular 
departments of the medical school. Teach-
ing and research are synergistic activities. 
While it is true that the staff of the 
Cancer Research Laboratory have been ap-
pointed chiefly to do research, it is also 
true that several of the members have 
significant teaching or other duties of 
importance in the University. They serve, 
therefore, to strengthen the academic 
community. The provision of physical 
facilities through generous grants from 
the Ontario Division, from the National 
Cancer Institute and from private bequests 
further strengthens the University. 
It is expected that the staff will be 
increased by the appointment of two or 
three new professional members, during 
the next year or so. The unit will then be 
operating at about full strength and the 
programs of research will then cover a 
wide range, as might be expected from the 
diversity of interests of the staff. To date, 
no central theme of research has been 
clearly discernible, although each member 
of the staff has been concerned with some 
aspect of cancer study. It is anticipated, 
however, that as the unit grows in num-
ber of staff, emphasis will be placed on 
studies of the causation of cancer. 
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